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SPUR Plea: ’Not Guilty, Constitution Vague’
Charging that the constitution is "vague and unclear," ASB Pres. Rich Hill and other SPUR political
party candidates pleaded not guilty yesterday to Stan
Stevens’ illegal election advertising charges. The trial
of Stevens vs. SPUR was then set up for Tuesday in
the Student Union,
Hill, Guy Gleason, ASB vice president; Corky
yolaiell, corresponding secretary; Dick Johnston,
male representative -at -large, and defeated SPUR
candidate Ginny Nicolaus appeared in answer to
,,,oet subpoenas. ASH Treasurer Marsh Ward was
not present.
Stevens cited Article III, Sec. 2, clause c of the
ASB constitution as the basis of his charge. He said
SPUR party members acted illegally accordin; to the
clause which limits each election candidate to four
signs.
Hill and four other SPUR members defended their
plea of not guilty on the basis that the constitution is
vague in respect to campaign signs. "It doesn’t say
anything about insertion of business cards in the
Spartan Daily," Hill said.

Hill added that his politieal part) is plating
innocence from guilt because "we had no intention
of breaking or deviating from the law."
Stevens stated his intent for bringing charges as
one "not of condemnation but of sincere respect for
the law.
"I feel that we must develop a respect for the law
as a basis for good student government," he said,
"When an individual violates an obligation, breaches
established rules, or the ASB constitution or by-laws,
this court is obligated to enforce Its mandate and the
reason for its existence"
.
Hill said he agrees with Stevens In hits respect
for the laws and that "especially the student goy ernment officers should develop this respect."
He said he felt the "real villain in this case is this
clause of the constitution which does not make clear
what is legal and what is not legal."
Stevens is being represented by Prosecuting Attarney Pat McClenahan. McClenahan said he will subpuena several other witnesses for Tuesday’s trial in-

eluding Spartan Daily Business Manager Ron Kelley
and Circulation Manager Al Carrico.
The attorney requested the meeting be held in a
large room next week because of the expected large
number of witnesses, defendants and spectators.
Stevens declared that his action is "not a persona?
matter. I’m interested more than anything else in the
responsibility of the court in interpreting the constituti Prior to the court hearing, newly elected junior
justice Roger Rearick was installed.
Agenda for the first Student Council meeting
under the new ASB officers includes a report on a
delegation to Sacramento to visit Gov. Edmund G.
Brown concerning the proposed student activities
building on the SJS campus,
Other business expected to be discussed includes
recognition of the Independent Men’s Council Constltution and the appointment of La Torre editor and
business manager. Applications also will be opened for
Co-Rec chairman, social affairs chairman and public
relations director.
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No Summit
If Threats,
Herter Says
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GENEVA (UPI) -- The
United States has told the
Russians flatly that President
Eisenhower would not attend
any summit conference under
threat of a new Soviet ultimatum on Berlin, it was disclosed yesterday.
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Leg -o -rhythmic Lovelies
Math major or no, chances are pretty fair
you’ve never seen a group of leg -o -rhythmic
figures like these 12 water babes, all members
of the WAA synchronized swimming team.
Left to right are: Mary Singler, Kathy Cenci,

Mary Quigley, Nan Greco, Barbara Jo Duffey,
Sue Grchl, Stefanie Nager, Cathy O’Connor,
Marilyn Anderson, Carol Von Berckelefelett
and Alice Kunz. Kicking high in the water is
"playful panther" Jone Weiser.

Aquatic Show in Women’s Gym
To Highlight Co-Rec Tonight
Timis Capers," featuring the
".’AA synchronized
swimming
emu!), will be the Co-Rec theme
tonight tiorn 8 to 9 at the Women’s Gym pool. The event is free
and open to all students.
The aquaeade will open with
"Charleston,", a dance by Jan Ash brook and Carol Smith. Mary Sin.
pier, Kathy Cenci and Carol Von
Berckelefelett then will Swim as
"Mechanical Misses."
"A Vision of Salome," solo by
Stefanie Nager, will he followed
IO "Tin. Happy Harlequins" by
Mary Quigley and Nan Greco.
Another VIII!, "Out of a Dream."
he performed by Jill chambers.
’Lights Under the Big Top" will
(calm, Barbara Jo Duffey, rhk Ills McEtien, Nan Greco, Mary
Singles Kathy Cenci, Alice Kunz,
Mary Quigley, Stefanie Nager,
Cathy O’Connor, Susan Grohl, Carol Von Berckelefelett, June Weiser and Sally Nawman.
Divers Bob Harper, Don Wright
and Ann Arnett will present "Aerialist", Antics." Next will be "ElePhants nn Parade" with Cathy
orannor, Simon Grohl and Stefanie Sager.
"The Playful Panther," a sole by .lone WM104’, W Ill be fol.
losed hy A MCP Kuns and Marilyn Anderson in "Slippery Seals."
’Thlixlie." a diving solo, will
by Sally Nawman,
A11, its Club member.
The pro-

gram will end with "Circus Rasview," performed by the entire
cast.
Ringmaster will he Bob Gangi;
swim coordinator, Marilyn Anderson: and swim manager, Barbara
Jo Duffey.
Advisers to the swimming ac-

fixity are MIse, Donna Garrett
and Miss Patricia Tupaj, assistant professors of nursing.
Regular Co-Rec activities will
begin at 7:30 in the Women’s Gym.
Various booth games will be Presented and a combo will play for
social dancing.

Anthropologist To Speak
On Man’s Needs Today
Dr. Oscar Waldemar Junek, of
Los Gatos, an authority on anthropology, will speak at 11:30
this morning in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
His lecture on "The Basic Needs
of Man" will be open to the public without charge.
The internationally -known anthropologist has done extensive
research studies on head-hunters of the Amazon and the people
of the subarctic.
He also interpreted and translated all foreign language newspapers published in the United
States for the Office of War Information during World War IT.
Dr. Junek, horn in Prague, began his trawls at the age of 13
when he ran away from home to
DR. OSCAR W. JUNEK
see, the Boer War. The war was
. . lectures today
over when he got to Africa, but
it was there that he became in- gue. Coming to the United States
terested in anthropoolgy.
In 1910, Dr. Junek continued his
I Be received his bachelors destudies at University of Chicago.
grec from the University of Pra-

French Foreign Minister Maurice (’oust’ De Martine made
lengthy appeal to the Soviets
to accept the plan.
In it the West offered global
troop cuts and security in Europe
in exchange for a new deal on
Berlin and freedom for the 17
million Soviet zone Germans.
Earlier, American sources disclosed that Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko had raised
the threat of a new Berlin crisis
if the current Big Four talks are
not settled on Moscow’s terms.
The sources disclosed that
Herter rebuffed Gromyko’s
threat with a near ultimatum of
his own: that President Eisenhower will not go to any summit conference under duress.

NO. 129

ASB Pres. Rich Hill yesterday pleaded "not guilty" to a charge
made by Stan Stevens that Hill had illegally placed campaign
cards in the Spartan Daily on the first day of ASB elections.
Stevens and Hill will face each other Tuesday in a trial at the
Student Union.

ATO DEFENDS TITLE

Frat Men Sing Out
In Contest Tonight
Eight fraternities will coon- Spring Sing will gi% e future
pete tonight in Morris Dailey Fred Warings and their crews a
Auditorium to see "who is chance to show their results of
fairest of them all," vocally practicing the past few months.
Alpha Tau Omega, last year’s
that is.
winner, will defend its tonsil
At 7:30 p.m.. the annual title against Theta Chi, Delta

Chrysler Ad Manager
To Speak at Business Fete
. Keith R. Matzinger, adwi t,
log and sales-promotion manager
of the Chrysler Corp. will fly from
Detroit to be guest speaker at the
first annual Business Faculty-Student Award Banquet on May 27
in the Spartan Cafeteria.
The banquet sponsored by the
San Jose State Business Division
will be attended by students, faculty. alumni and northern California business leaders.
Reservations to the dinner can

lie made until Friday afternoon
’in T11116. The price is $2.75.
Jack Holland, head of the Business and Industrial Management
Department, and faculty adviser to
the banquet committee, stated that
students attending will be able
to meet informally with business
faculty members, top personnel
and management executives, ac:
outstanding SJS alumni.
Representatives from more th.,,
40 northern California busin,’
, concerns will attend the banque

No Serious Injury
To Grad Student
Struck by Auto
A San Jose State graduate stulent on her way to class was
I not seriously injured when struck
by a car driven by another student last night at the corner of
7th and San Fernando Sts.. police
said.
Gladys Ann Roberts, 16330
Azalea Way, Los Gatos, the pedestrian, was treated for cuts
and bruises at a local hospital.
The dri.cr, Roger P. Weiland,
184 S. 11th St.. junior history
major, was cited by police for
cutting the corner trio sharply
while making a left turn.
Weiland told police he did not
sec the coed until he had made
the’ turn.

’Vintage Mencken’
Discussion Today
"The Vintage Mencken," a group
of the’ noted newspaperman’s writings compiled by Alistair Cooke
will be discussed today at the
book talk in Cafeteria rooms A
and B at 12:30 p.m.
Dr. Charles D. Ludlum. assistant professor of English, will lead
the discussion.
Henry Louis Mencken, whose
Initials, H.L.M., grew as famous
in American contemporary literature as did Britain’s G.B.S., spent
his entire life in newspapers.
Baltimore was, for his entire
life, the focal point of his writings, and, until his death in 1958,
he lived there in a modest home
One of his most famous paragraphs is his epitaph he wrote in
1921:
"If, after I depart this vale,
you ever remember me, and .have
thought to please my ghost, forgive some sinner, and wink your
eye at some homely girl."

Braves 8, Giants 1
The Milwaukee Braves, on the
strength of home runs by Wes Covington and Del Crandell, powered
across four runs in the first inning to coast to an 8-1 victory over
the San Francisco Giants last
night in Seals Stadium. (Line score
mice 13.
A

SNATRAPS

11

Three Days Left
For Ball Bids
There are just three days left
to purchase bids to "Makapuu hani," this year’s junior prom -senior
ball, according to co-chairman Deanne Bennett.
Bids, selling for $4, may be purchased in the palm -decked yellow
booth in front of the Library, The
danee will be held at The Village
in San Francisco, where Dick
Reinhart’s two bands will provide
music for the 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
event.
Dress is semi -formal, and cocktail dresses or formals are appropriate wear for women anti dark
suits or ttucedos for the men.

Sigma Phi, Delta Upsilon, Sigma Chi. Phi Sigma Kappa, Pl
Kappa Alpha and Theta Xi.
Tom McClelland and Steve
Pavlovich will be masters of ceremonies for the evening.
Dr. Thomas Fenyo, Santa Clara University choir director;
Frank Triena, Campbell High
School choir director: and music
store owner James Ferguson will
he judges.
At the program’s conclusion
awards will be presented to
fraternities for their achievements In athletics, and scholarship before Spring sing winners are named.
Dean Robert S. Martin will
present honorary gavels to this
Council
Interfraternity
year’s
presidents.

NEW SOUNDS
Yeahcoolyeah . . .
soft little sounds made
by your feet as you
stride along in very
comfortable Evans
Casuals.
Pleasurable shoes in
Soft glove leather
Spertafotns by Den Bauer

Cruz-ing Seaward
Silhouetted against the sand and the sea like two shadow-box
forms on a wall, a pair of campus beach -romantics pad softly
down toward the polished ocean, hand in hand. For today,
anyway, finals become as distant as the farthest wave, barely
flapping on the surface.

with cushion soles
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EXCHANGE COLUMN
"Are fraternities creating cont..,rtnit) ?" asks Sao Fraficisco
Slate’s Golden Cater -There
is a subtle type of social discrimination operating on our eampus
.which is potentially dangerous in
terms of its effect on our culture.
’It has come to our attention
that perhaps the real meaning of
’Big Brother is ’fraternity’ or
’sorority.’ We have become
aware of at least three cases
In the past few months in %hich
group pressure has been brought
to bear upon a fraternity man
to prevent his dating a girl not
in the best interests of the fraternity
"What kind of an India idual
would yield to such pressures?
A person v%ho cares .....
about
What people think of HIM than
what he thinks of himself. Is
Dot a mature individual.
"A group which fosters this
kind of thinking is not contributing to the development of
social matuity.
-"What has happened to the
cdncept of self and the individual
"The group ideals of the :-..tppy medium’ and the ’conir
man are threatened by inch. ualism and personal integrity.
One of the girls who was not
asked to pledge ...a sorority when
she rushed, was told confidentially that she had shown ’evidence of nonconformity.’
-From here we cheer her on
and urge her to continue to be
herself in spite of petty polities
and social pressures that will

HAPPY COIN
LAUNDERETTE
24th &
DO IT YOURSELF
save up to 50%
Agitator or Tu-.
"et
WE NEVER
PLENTY OF
CLOSE
PARKING

W. C. Lean
Jewelers
55 Years in San Jose

attempt to make the indhidual
...inform to the mold of IllealloC.
rit).
It is tune the fraternities
took their binds off an Milt%Au:Ars personal life.*
*
Because Cal’s humor magazine. The Pelican. came under
fire from the administration at
Berkeley recently, a few students have set up a new humor
publicationThe Pickled Pig.
The Pelly had been attacked
by the administration because it
did not conform to the administration’s standards of decency.
The Ple, according to the editor, represents a part of the
general conflict on campus between student initiative and the
-constipated policy of certain
administratioe officials."
The Pis:. in contrast to the Peik.an. is published off-campus,
and is not necessarily a "student publication." Editors of the
Pig are free to satirize the university administration, while
they also feel the Pdican is not
free to do so.

Lyke Out May 27
Nt.At
.t
Z,an Jose
State’s humor magazine, will hit
the stands May ’27. according to
Hugh McGraw. editor.
McGraw also announced that
applications are available for
students interested in becoming
members of the 1959-60 staff of
the magazine. No previous experience in newspaper or magazine work is necessary.
Applications are available from
Gordon Greb, assistant professor
,f journalism, in .12

Sita2tanalbi
Ensued as wend rum matter April 24.
Mg at San Jose. Califorma under Its. act
of March 3. 1075. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association. Published daily
by Au:related Students of San Jose State Col,ege, except &stun:my and Sunday. during
college your.
Subscriptions accepted
only on a remainder-of-school-year basis. In
Fall semester. ES: in Spring sionsiNt%
CV 44414Editorial Ed. 210. 310. Adv. 211.
Press of Globe Printing CO. Office hours
1:43-4:20 p.m. Monday through Friday. Any
phone calls should be mad* during this
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RON KELLEY, Advertising Mgr.
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Woman’s Pogo Editor
Joyce Plo,ee
Wins Editor
Gayle Montgomery
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J. P. vonE-ttincier
Office Mgr.
Diem Neil

EDITOR: A week ago, you reported that one of the speakers
in -Students Speak for Peace"
Wai going to be Dale Scott,
"past president of the Young
Republicans." It is true that Mr.
Scott is a past president of
Young Republicans, but is no
longer even a member of said
organization. This is shown by
his effort to organize the Young
Democratsa so far fruitless
effort. I might add.
Anyway, to get to the point.
anything that Mr. Scott said
not necessarily reflect the
views of the Republican Party
or the San Jose State College
Young Republicans.
Dan Jacobson
Young Republicans President.

’Amusing Results’

QUALITY GARMENT

6mfort
’69’
Because of the remarkable
properties of this permanently crimped yarn. this
-Ban - Lon" garment combines high fashion, feathero eight comfort, luxury
looks, and long-lasting
freshness.
durably resistant to piling and
fuzzing
resists shrinking, stretching
luxuriously soft, dependably sturdy
no problems with wrinkles

Anew and .x;;;;ng desio
concept ... the perfect rir
Seler t
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ROBERTS BOOKS

Marie

I Come And
Get It!
Delicious

MEXICAN DINNER
Enchiladas
Tamales
BBQ Tacos
Spanish Rice
Mexican Hot Dog
Ranch Burgers
"Eat in our Spanish Designed
Air Conditioned Dining Room"

TICO TACO’S
Fourth & St. James

Open Every Day

NOW only ’8"

PARTY
Tl,;s weekend, drive or walk
to the friendly Flower Shop
next to Spivey’s and pick up
the flowers of your choice
from the beautiful, wide
selection.

APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m. Out at 5:00 p.m."
ONE DAY SERVICE
NO EXTRA CHARGE

CY 3-3701

Why take a chance with an ordinary diamond needle t’
can chew up your records? For once a needle starts
wear, it can become as chisel -sharp as a dog’s fangs. W .
not avoid the risk right at the start by trusting your r: ords only to the -needle that remembers". This is the fah
bus Duotone Diamond Needle that actually reminds
.
when to check or change your needle. Leaves nothing
thance. Reminder comes to you direct from Duntor
experts at the factory. Costs no more than an ordinary d!..
mond needle yet gives you a perfect needle with this ex priceless memory to protect your records. Ask us t.,r. ,l.e
needle -that remembers".
Free mail remit-1,1er kiirn
the needle char remen,
hers- keeps ylu u.ing
safe needle.

SENIOR BALL

SHIRT LAUNDRY

SWEATERS
55c

DON’T LET YOUR VALUABLE
RECORDS GET CHEWED UP

JUNIOR PROM

WEEKEND DATE

2nd & San Carlos

4rs
GEARY II
TAYLOR

THOUGHT THE A550CIATE0 911.19ENTS’ I.fA’ZlNa
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EDITOR: Results of last
week’s faculty poll showing "the
college student is not concerned
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
with international problems faced by our government" prove
very amusing.
The opinion of the faculty was
to be expected in view of its
recent negative outlook on the
inauguration of a true honor
system on campus.
We seriously question the fa- 111111111BBIBB11111111111111111111111111118, JERRY
culty’s ability to arrive at such
TONIGHT LOTS OF GOOD WIND will be blowing quite a few
conclusions. Our experience on
ill notes when the annual Sing Into Spring festivalusually a musthis campus has been that most
ical misfirecomes to Spartatown.
instructors don’t have sufficient
All the brothers in the Eleventh Street family circle will make
time to become acquainted with like the Crewcuts, en masse, as they inhale deeply and exhale somethe students or their views. Cerwhat shaky half-notes.
thinly they can’t do it while
0 say can they sing, but what DO they sing?
reading a book lecturing) or
Spirituals--that’s what they sing. Plantations and plantations of
during office hours tout on busispirituals. Now I have nothing against spirituals although I certainly
ness).
have ample reason to. It all began back in our hi -weekly seventh
Could the faculty be blaming
grade music hour, which I contributed to by keeping still and watchits
own
for
the student body
ing the cars ride by on the street below.
the
matters
of
shortcomings in
In the music class, we sang so many cotton-pickin’ spirituals that
international problem and honor
massa was buried colder in the ground than a glacier; yes, we cercode concern?
tainly worked the Old Black Joe bit to death; and spirituals and I
Hugh J. Scott
never have been on the best of terms ever since.
My teacher, an elongated woman of the giraffe family, whose
main attribute was an ability to hum a crisp, clear G on the pitchpipe.
Repeal Income Tax?
once wrote on my report card the following words: "Jerry will not
EDITOR: Support is mounting.
sing."
all over the nation for the "proThis broke my spirit. Ever since then I have refused to even
posed 23rd Amendment," which
murmur the first stanza of "My Country ’Tls of Thee," which I am
calls for repeal of the federal.
actually quite fond of; however, It became a matter of principlea
income tax and an end to the
man named Mitchellwho dragged me over the carpet In his office
federal government’s competifor such unpatriotic actions.
tion with tax-paying private enI remember there were tears and indignant words thrown to
terprise.
and fro, but it all resolved itself when I finally learned the words to
For years the majority of our
"Barnacle Bill," a merry sea ditty; this lifted my ego tremendously.
representatives in Washington
TONIGHT EACH GROUP will 11,
have claimed to be champions of
have a leaderor at least the
copied down the words for all
economy and tax reform, and
back of a leader, since I think
the spirituals.
yet they continue to propose
like
faces,
no
have
fellows
these
In fact, if I hear one more halgigantic spending schemes to
Tracy.
Dick
in
character
the
lelujah! (no exclaimation mark,
increase our crushing tax burprothe
at
looking
Without
no hallelujah!) I shall be forced
den.
gram for this evening. I can tell
to remain silent for the remainIt is now apparent that we
should
nowIf
you
right
you
der of my natural singing career.
can never hope to see again a
a
than
more
askthat
to
care
fiscally responsible and constifew groups will begin witn a
tutionally limited federal govsourful-faced young man who
ernment unless we repeal the in6041R13
speaks reverently into a microcome tax and force government
CHARL/1
phonelike this:
to get out of business in compe"Many years ago, in the land
tition with its own citizens.
of Kowabunga, there lived a
John A. Gustafson
beautiful princess whose name
was Sally. Now Sally often sang
GAVEL, ROSTRUM TO VOTE
a mournful song to her lover, a
Members of Gavel and Rostrum
handsome prince named Leon,
will elect officers and commitwho had been turned into a toad
tee members for next year this
by an evil sorcerer (which is a
afternoon at 1:30 in SD115, acsix-bit word for magician) and
cording to Stan Stevens, presithe song went SOMEthing like
dent.
Outgoing officers are Stev- ’ this."
You will notice, please, the
ens, Pat Belardes, vice presiemphasis on the word "somedent: Dan Jacobson, secretary:
He’s at ROBERT’S BOOKS,
thing." so that if the rendition
John Gustafson, treasurer: and
is not as good as it was at Frithe friendly book store with
Everett Avila, parliamentarian.
day night’s rehearsal they canthe reasonable prices, eerbss
not be held to it.
from the library.
ROBERT’S
PATCHES AND JAZZ
have everything for interested
*
*
*
Kenneth Patchen, the only
people.
EVERY SPIRITUAL I have
American poet to be invited to
ever heard sounds like "Go
the Brussels NVorld’s Fair. will
Down Moses" with the words
read to jazz Saturday at 8:15
changed to protect whoever the
p.m. at the Palo Alto Art Club.
chap was that used to go mas125 S. FOURTH ST.
Tom Reynolds’ Jazz V Plus IV
querading about as a slave and
Golden Trumpets will supply the
jazz. Reynolds and two other
musicians are former members
of the Chamber Jazz Sextet that
recorded with Patchen two years
ago.
Tickets are available from Dan
Bauer in J6 after 1:30 p.m
_7Iower3

Shank’s Drive -In Cleaners

Special

BAK MAS

THE HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Rose

DIAMONDS
IN
ORBIT!

scribed It as a
stimulating’
type of staging, and
said its novelty is interesting.
The cast is made lip
of
dents enrolled in
the
Workshop as a class. and Graf,
sil ,o
different at the two
pertorm.
UWE%

r

BAN-LON

119 South First St.

Opera Workshop To Present , Flgaro’
The neMy Rimed SJ.S tp,i a
Workshop will present its first
public performance with a special adaptation of Mozart’s
"Marriage of Figaro" Monday
and Tuesday nights at 8.15 in.
Concert Hull.
Under the direction of Edwin
C. Dunning, assistant professor
of music, the cast will put on the
opera "in the round."
Dunning has worked extensively with summer stock
groups "in-the-round," and de-
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A CAMPUS SWEATER
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Winter Invites ’All-Comers’ in atur a
A spur of the moment -alb
ruiners" meet is slatcd for
Spartan Stadium 1:30 p.m.ti
y
!;attlilluY as Ctlarit I I
to
hopes
ready
Winter
-Budwen for the Modesto (California) Relays in two weeks.
Ray Norton will run the 100

only and Bob Poynter will run the
220," the coach announced. Winter
the men "loose,"
jot wants to keep
won’t double his
lie explained, and
men in the sprints with the exoeption of hard working Chuck

"There ig a possibility of out
running the 440-yard relay," Winter said. -We need more work on
the baton passing." It has been
baton Passing that has stunted the
Spartans from exercising their national superiority in the quarter mile event.
gay Norton, it Wan ienrned re-

centis, rim the anchor lap of the
880 -yard relay In something like
19.6 stilt, a fess %%Aches catching him in 19.4 nod satillt ChM.
to 20 fiat 111, tremendous
stretch drive Ca light the great
Bill Woodhou se of Abilene Christian, who had run a windblown
9.1 and 19.6 a few weeks ago.
Ray also narrowed the gap on
the great Eddie Southern, who
tled the meet record In the open
440.
Sam Holt definitely looms as an
NCAA prospect in the steeple.
elue.e a grind that seems to suit

the wiry distance runner. I halt finished sixth in a field of 19 in
9:27 (.10 better than iliS IS’S! titne I
give emu+ Bud Winter pangs
of anxiety. Winter said Holt was a
strong third most of the way but
faded in the late stretches due to
lack of running the gruelling grind.
Something new in track may be
initiated for the first time at Spartan Stadium Saturday . . the introduction of a "flash-starting
gun."
Its innovator claims that faster
times are a ronsequenee of its
USI3V.’

Although most of gaturday’s
events will be repeats of vIeto,rl,’s svored by race favorite,,
is definite ’lip for grabs" tilt
looms in the open 440.
Tim -Tam" Curtis (48.2), Willie
"Whip" Williams (48.3) and Chuck
McNiff (48.3) will do battle in the
quarter mile. Curtis and Williams
are freshmen while McNiff runs
for the varsity squad. A new freshman record, presently held by Curtis, could be set, especially with
the duel between the two freshmen. Neither likes to run second,

DU Wins Bishop Ray
Top
Trophy Again

ONLY 4 MORE WEEKS of coffee breaks at the COOP!
PLUAPANIUM EST QUISOD’US
DELTA TEMPEST UNUN MONROE
FORUM

WHICH MEANS:
"Some like it hot- at the COOP!

SPARTAN FOUNTAIN
EASEMENT, STUDENT UNION BLDG
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by the bold hands that shaped
"P’d God Created Woman’.
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SANTA_CLAP,A

TN.
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IN COLOR
FOR
The unbelievable true story of
John Lewis Burkhardt’s trek into
forbidden Arabia in the year 1812.
Irned amidst the mysteries
of today’s high tension
the Middle
East,
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-^ Lewis, Played by
THE MODERN
JAZZ QUARTET.
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::, -,Hful German
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"THE DANCING
HEART" All in color.

Ali

4111.4 -5544

Hey,

GUYS -GALS...
"The most exciting French
offering since champagne
and crepes suzettes!"
( 3
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’She
breathes
sex in a
bikini -a dazzling
package
indeed!"
N Y. Post
pionc

cm

y03
reveet the nd-ing and
.ne
teat happens in between

JOIIN WAYNE
DEAN MARTIN
RICKY NELSON
"HZAKT RIO BRMAI
ANGIE DICKINSON WEIR BRENNAN
WARD BONDrT:c=?:,,-::: Nee

"RED BALLOON"
- and "WILD HERITAGE"
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Imitation of Life"
Lana Turner -John Gavin
-PLUS"No Name on the Bullet"
Audie Murphy

BARDOT

THE STUDIO

"Watusi"
- PLUS

-

Ill

"Gunman From
Laredo"

’Doctor at Sea’

Rnbor+ K,app

Dirk Bogarge

SPORNIA
SLACKS

Look for the A-1 Label
above the right side pocket
No wonder they’re campus favor.
it., Specially styled for smart
good looks and casual comfort.
Smooth Iron). tapered legs and
flapped back pockets. In a wide
selection of colors and fabrics.
Saes 26 to 38, $4.95 and $695,
junior Tapers, ISM 4 to 08, $3.98
and $4.50.

At your favorite campus shop

ga4se6all
eedult4
NATIONAL LEAGUE
020 200 003- 7 10 2
Philadelphia
000 001 223- 1 12 1
Chicago
Conley, Farrell (7), Phillips (I), Robinson 19) and Sewstski, Hagan (9); Hillman, Morehead (6), Henry IS), Elston
(9) and S. Tiptoe. WP--Elston (3-1).
LP-Phil(ips (0.3). HR-Sawatsii, Post,
, S. Taylor.
I St. Louis II Pittskotrgh 7
400 020 200-1 II 0
Milwaukee
San Francisco
000 100 000-2 7 2
Jay end Crendell; Sanford. Shipley
(6), Zeros’ BB and Landrifh. WP-Jay
(2.2). LP-Seaferd (5.4). Hits-Cavington, Crendrill.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Detroit 6, Ness York 3,
Cleveland 5, Washington 2
Baltimore 2 Chicago I.
(Only earns scheduled).

ter Saturday’s competition.
Winter is hesitant in naming his
mile relay team V6 of Ii ken! !holt:
enrath returning to the hurdle
wars, readying himself foe the tip. ’
coming NCAA and AAU meets.
Iferkenrath may see action, however, if Winter puts the relay cress
through a baton lesson.
Mac Burton is still out for an
indefinite period and Dick flocks
is a question mark for this week’s

’on’cleh4a. stKuznetsov, who
has broken American Ftafer Johnson’s world record in the gruelling
decathlon, according to a Tess report on ’Moscow radio,
KLI/itelsot scut thil a total of 5,357
points in the 10-esent competition
to break by 55 points the mark
that Johnson. set last July 27-28

Hayrides
edraw,)

meet.

40146

Roller Skating

Cage Groups Unite

Wednesday, May 20. 1919
^

Warped Rin
Hampers New
Hammer Mark
g

Camp’, re

Picnic Grounds
, .,-ci Dunce Pa. n’
Social Hall

,

LOS AN(..1’.1.1..S
cage groups have united in an
fort to bring pro basketball to the
west coast.
Joseph R. Neaves, president of
the proposed Los Angeles Jets, announced his group and the proposed San Francisco Saints joined
forces to seek a National Basket, ball Association franchise for the
west coast.

Amusement
Rides Stagec:
Ra"’Gad
GROUP RATES

TRADER LEW’S
CYpress 7-556.0
1-mi cuff, of County folrgroande

SAN DIEGO (UP! I --A warped
ring and a field survey stood between Hal Connolly and a new
hammer throw record.
The 1956 Olympic champion got
off a throw that bettered his own
world mark Saturday night in the
Pacific Southwest AAU meet at
Balboa Stadium.
He heaved the iron ball 226 feet
1,4, inches on his *third throw of
the night. That bettered his yearold record of 225 feet, 4 inches.
Then began the trouble.
An official check of the hammer
throw ring --- made of steel showed it was too big. About three
inches larger around than the
standard seven feet.
Officials also said the field must
be surveyed to see if it comes up
to requirements.
After the meet, officials went
back and remeasured the ring.
They found it was warped -official
when measured in one direction,
but too wide in the other.

L’I’l
General
SAN )1 EG0
Manager Ralph Kiner of the San
Diego Padres yesterday announced
sale of pitcher Clarence (Bud)
Podbielan to Cleveland.
i In exchange for their ace, the
Padres were reported to have received $10.000 and options on outfielder Don Dillard and third baseman Gene Leek.
Podbielan, 35-year-old veteran of
six years in the majors with Brooklyn and Cincinnati, has a 5-0 record in Pacific Coast League action
this year. His earned-run average
of .82 is tops in the league.
Rifler said he hated to lose Podbielan’s strong arm but said the
exchange would give San Diego
much -needed hitting.
"It’s a tremendous break for I.
Podbielan and also the Padres," 1’
the San Diego general manager
said.

"SHAGGY DOG"
-plus-

George Montgomery
Liina Elg

NEW YORK (UPI --- Heavyweights will command the most
boxing attention this week.
Fifth -ranking Eddie Machen of
Redding, Calif., meets nitrated but
ambitious Ruben Vargas of Richmond, Calif., at the San Francisco
Cow Palace tonight for a nationally televised (ABC) 10-rounder.
Boxing resumes at Madison
Square Garden Friday night, after
an eight -week lapse. Heavyweight
Alex Miteff of Argentina engages
substitute Wayne Bethea of New
York in a nationally televised and
broadcast (NBC) 10-rounder.
Bethea replaced contender Zora
Folley of Chandler, Ariz., who suffered an arm injury in training.
The week’s boxing schedule includes:
Edit,
Tonight: San Francisco
Machen vs. Rueben Vargas (TV
Tomorrow: Los Angeles -Case ,
Andrade vs. Mauro Vazquez.
Friday: New York (Garden)
Alex Miteff vs. Wayne Bethea
1TV-rocliot, San Diego, Calif.
Charley Powell vs. Otis Fuller.
Saturday: Hollywood, Calif. Manny Gallardo vs. Danny Velez.
Fort William, Ont Vvon Thirelle
vs. I)en Mason.

1reljaitNesitit

Russian-Nanny

After Saturday’s meet, the Spartans will enter the California relays in Modesto next week. One
SPARTAN DAILV-S feature will he the open 220 in
which Ray Norton and Bob Poyn7
ter will be entered from San Jose.

Podbielan to Tribe

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

NOW PLAYING AT

Heavyweights Top
Week’s Fight Card

1,05% MAN
111111
DAYTON, Nev. (UPI) -The second best student in Dayton High
School’s senior class has been rated
low man in the class on scholastic ;
average. There are just two seniors
in school.

-Sign of the Leader -

ANYTIME IS BARDOT TIME!

Plus BRIGETTE

on the basis of its achievement or
standing in the particular sport.
On this basis. DU was first
with 1495.0 points to 162.5 for
second place Alpha Tau Omega.
Sigma Chl had 665.0 points for
third place: Theta Chi had 578.0
for the fourth spot, and fifth
place Sigma Alpha Epsilon registered 542.5 points.
The champions and runners-up
in the various sports this year
were: football, Delta Upsilon, first
place, and Theta Chi, second place;
howling, Theta (’hi, first, and Phi
Sigma Kappa second; swimming,
Sigma Chi, first, and Alpha Tait
Omega second; basketball, Pi 1<., pa Alpha, first, and Sigma 1.1..
Epsilon, second; volleyball, Delta
Upsilon, first, and Theta Chi, second: track, Alpha Tau Omega,
first, and Sigma Chi, second; softball, Delta Upsilon, first, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, second; vvresling, Alpha Tau Omega, first, and
:-z,iinna Chi, second.
FINAL FRATERNITY STANDINGS
995.0
Delta Upsilon
762.5
Alpha Tau Omega
663.0
Sigma Chi
578.0
Theta Chi
542.5
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
P; Kappa Alpha
503.0
497.5
Sigma Phi Epsilon
472 5
Delta Sigma Phi
Phi Sigma Kappa
435 0
S;grna Na
350.0
Lambda Chi Aloha
760.0
Theta Xi
220.0
Kappa Alpha
75.0

turning is nut anpossible.
Several Spartans are still out
with injuries. Carl Maloney, the
Spartans "good" half miler, is still
beset by injuries and it is questionable whether he will be a starter the rest of the year. Maloney
has defeated Ernie Cunliffe of
Stanford and Mal Spence in earlier
performances this year.
Bob Brooks is working out
with the team this week, hut
Winter hinted he ail! restrict
the splendid sprinter to strictly
"workouts." Brooks will not Ca.

Norton
Athlete

flay Nurtun lias been named
Northern California "Athlete of
the Month" for April by the Northern California Track and Field
Association.
Norton was selected for the honor in the collegiate division With
Dixon Farmer of Miramonte high
school in Orinda copping the same
laurel in the prep division.
Norton was chosen after equaling the world 100-meter dash
(10.1) in April and also anchored
the Spartan relay teams to 40.4
and 1:24.8 clockings, best ever by
a California school (440).
At Fresno this year, Norton tied
the world’s record in the 100-yard
dash for the second time in his
career. He had another wind blOwn
9.3 clocking earlier this year. His
best 220 time is 20.2, a mark which
he attained during the Stanford
dual -meet this year.

For the second straight year. Delta iisilon has won I
the coveted Warren Bishop Trophy. The Warren
1Trophy is awarded each year to the fraternity with the
’Mural Softball
Tod.iys schedule:
most outstanding athletic record.
1.,N vs. Ads at southwest diaThroughout the year. the fraternities compete ii
field.
practice
football
mond
bowling. swimming. basketball. volleyball. track.
football.
Hustlers
at
The
vs.
2
No.
ROTC
wrestling and -.it kill, l’iii fits are awarded to each house
,ri Imseball diamond.

and a sub 48

I it,

Russian Top Athleto

Patronize Our
Advertisers

Financial planning have
hanging by a string?

you

A life insurance program started
while you’re still in college is a
good way to begin. And now is
the time to look into it -while you
are insurable and can gain by
lower premiums.

.

1

Your Provident Mutual campus
representative is well qualified to
discuss with you a variety of
plans which can be tailored to
your individual needs.

A shop to meet the wardrobe needs of today’s active
young men, featuring natural -looking, unaffected, easy.
to -wear, easy -to -care -for wardrobes . . . moderately
priced to suit a young mans budget.

LARRY BAKER
DAVE MORKETTER
RON ROBINSON
BILL STURGEON
210 North 4th Street
CY 7-5707

-Traditionally Yours
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Lae Insurance Company
Of Philadelphia

i

TOP QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS
AT OUTSTANDING SAVINGS FOR STUDENTS
WATER

PUMPS
Factory re
built p-ri.stpr.
fs.ed quir

3.95 r.

W. have
large stock of
water pumps for CADILLAC.
CHRYSLERS and NASH cars
at REDUCED PRICES.

Rebuilt Fuel Pumps
Guaranteed

Factory

Rbuilt

BRAKE SHOES

Single Action
rise 3.91 Ire
ROM
el
Double Action
me 8.95 478
now
Exch

MUFFLERS &
REBUILT MASTER CYLINDER TAILPIPES installed

8.95
Top Quality, heavy
duty. Duel Friction.
Real power for those
rnergency stops.

E,

For All Cars

REBUILT REGULATORS

Set

Top Quality Wheel
Cylinders Repair Kits

2.98

C

f

Oriq:nal Equipment
Quality
Keep in Too

MOTOR
BOND
OIL

69e eisch
Master Cylinder

1.49

’O’intls; 1.19

iR11 You Can

Seeps

OPEN THURS. NITE
UNTIL 9 P.M.

Rebuilt Generators

Burl

URZI’S
At

CY

SUPPLY

2.3567
3rd & San Salvador

4-SPARTAN DAILY

International AWS Plans Shoe Display
At Today’s Final Session
Music Fete
Here Sunday

Wednesdaj, May 20. 1959 I

Frosh Auction
In Quad Today

Program for the last AWS meet - (11111C Ostr,tti,
12
today at 3:30 p.m., E118. will limns. Big-Littl e Sister
part,
consist of a fashion show of shoes Karen Kralovansky,
Curnmuni i’.
and outfits for all occasions. Shoe- Service: and Kay 131okett.
wear for all occasions will be corresponding secretary.
Past president Na n Goodart
shown and given away as door
sad
that three coeds, not
prizes,
mentioned
Miss Marya Morton, fashion di - the Recognition Banquet.
rector, will serve as commentator, been named annum
the
ing

An afternoon of music and dancing in the Concert Hall will be presented Sunday at 3 p.m. as part
of the celebration of the second
anniversary of the "People to PeoFour women have been appointple" movement initiated by Presied to Associated Women Students
dent Eisenhower in 1957.
chairmanship posts. They are JoThe observance includes a "Salute to the University of Okayama." It will be followed by an
informal reception in M125.
Two students from Japan will
appear on the program. Marjorie
Iwasaki will perform to,o dances
In costume and Tadashi Hirota
will sing Japanese folk songs.
Three ails anced music students,
Fred Palmer, violin, Joan Goodwin,
piano. and Jane Ann Fritz, soNo Purchase
prano, will be heard in classical
selections.

trtieles front such famous ot the class secretarial committee
sent several hundred letters to en personalities an Benny G
I- tet.tainers and nationally and local titan. Eleanor Hini..es ell. him ly prominent personalities, asking
that they send some small gift that
Nos ak. Herbert Hon% er. 1 Ili
could he auctioned off to students.
Brynner. Bub Hope. Pres. Trunillos stated.
T. A aliltitii4 and tisati
Trimillos said other members
ollitr. is ill be placed on the of the class will sell snow ...Ines
from a booth !mated near the
auction block in the Library Quad
today at 11:30 a.m., Ric Trimillos.1 :suction stand.
They will be available in three
Frash Class auction chairman. anflavors, root beer, strawberry, and
nounced.
All gifts are donations the class lorange, and will sell for 10 cents
has received, and will be sold corn- each. The stand will open at 11:30
pletely unidentified, except for the , a.m. and remain open to approximately 2:30 p.m.
name of the donor, he said.
Profits received from these two
Handling the gavel will be
events will go to the class treasfreshman Paul Lewis.
Early in the semester. members ury, to be used for future events.
-

SPEECH AND DRAMA

Summer and Part -Time
Employment Available in SALES

PLUS An Opportunity To Win Cash
Scholarships of $1000 and $500
You Must Be Bondable
No Experience Necessary
Necessary
You Must Have Use of a Car

..e11111111
zimenneei
-Spatafo,o by Bob

Christman

Going, Going, Gone!
Auctioneer Paul Lewis doesn’t seem to have the attention of Jan
Johnsen, Joan Winsor and Linda Harden who are busy rattling
boxes, shaking packages and looking at pictures given the Frosh
Class for today’s auction.

To Tal.k at SJCC

CAMPUS MEMOS

LUTE SONG

i LA. OPEN HOUSE

Special Matinee May 23 at 2:00 p.m.
General Admission $1.00
SJSC Students .50c
’ .1._ re:erved. Box OFice open 1-5 P.M.

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
go E. San Fernando
CY 2-7501

open

hops at 7. Students will demon- cers
Any interested students are wel:trate different projects in the
, come.
,lectric. auto, and metal shops.

Open at 4 F.’
Pizzo with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave. CY 7-9908
Near the Ccic Auditorium

MEXICO TRAVEL TALK
What the the problems of arranging a missionary trip to Alex
ico with 15 children in tow?
Mario Carota will explain these
problems from first hand experience at 9 tonight at Newman Hall.
An employe at Berkeley Radiation
Laboratory, he lives in Aptos with
’ his family of 15 children. 10 clt
whom are adopted.

Sahara Oil Co.
BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
Breakfast and Lunch
SPARTAN SPECIAL
Steak & Eggs
9k
Fc..^ta.r czen 7 days a week
?3 .0 3
Corner of 9TH & WILLIAMS

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

PROFESSIONAL TUTORS

We specialize in flat taps!
_ 51.25
Open Until 6
396 S. 5th St.

No. oiering

Bruce

services in

Chemistry. Mathematics,
Languages, Co. Sciences
and English

Golden
22034 Vergil St.,

JE

Castro

Valley

LARK’S

Delicious Hamburgers
and Short Orders
181 East
Stan &
Santo Clara
Isabel
Enjoy the Difference
Ride a RALEIGH
a,

A

TAURUS

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CY 3-9766

1

A & M Auto Repair
general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydramat
Perglide
student rates
456 E.
Snladar
CY 5-4247
--FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

Six women students from th ree
give
beginning fencing classes will
demonstrations on foil fencing and
bout ing to GAA groups at Lincoln
High School this afternoon,
"Foil fencing, rather than sabre
,r epee fencing, is taught here."
-xplains Miss Phyllis Philp. in- tructor in physical education, who
iII accompany the ,group.

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP

C P & Q
SERVICE STATION

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
350 bucket with ASS Card

S. 10th & Tully Road

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Quality Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Service
I -Day Cleaning Service
402 S. 3rd

YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
I BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . . DON’T LOOK
.fOR-CHEAP-BARaINS!’"
. . .

JOE’S

CHEVRON SERVICE
Motor Tuneups
Lub Jobs
300 S. 24th St.
CY 7-1661
Brake Service
Special Rates With Student Cords

CONSULT

Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete .y. strarninatione
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
and optical prescriptions fillod
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
ADULTS $1.50
Under 12-51.25
Daily 8-7
Sunday 8-12
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA

433 S

CY 4.I47

Now accepting

f

Industrial engineer and manage ment personnel from Bay Area
and business will convene
i
industry
at San Jose State Saturday for an
all-day conference in E118.
Theme of the conference is "Estimating-- -Key to Cost Control."
Dr. John E. Arnold. professor of
mechanical engineering at Stanford University. will address the
group.

partaguicle

Save Through Our Membership!
13th and Julian Sts.

-

Iota’ Rho Chi, new professional
Industrial Relations Fraternity.
will hold its first formal meeting
at 8 p.m. in the Cafeteria.
Richard SPatz, president of the
fraternity, announced that the
first guest speaker for the organization will be Robert Marrs. labor
supervisor of the Ford Motor Co..
Milpitas.

5
New officers of the Occupation;:
Therapy Club were elected Satui I,:’ at a steak barbecue honoring
- .Mots. Officers are Carol Coffey. TODAY
’,resident: Carol Thomsen. vice
AWS, fashion program, all women in.
3:30 p.m.
esident: Chuck Taylor. treasur- cited. El
GAVEL AND ROSTRUM, nominations
Florence Koshner. correspondof officers and committee
and
election
ing secretary: and Edith Gooderchairman. SDI IS, 1:30 p.m.
[ ham, recording secretary.
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A and

of Priced

Res. summer, fall. 2 bd m

(Interviws

by

appointment only)

THE CENTURY METALCRAFT CORP.
A
Subsldia,y of National Presto Inclustrles

Biggest Little Pizzas
In Town!
San Remo’s offers its customers the largest sm.. ze
pizzas in the whole town. The junior editions of our delicious pizzas are a full 12 inches across, easily the biggest little pizzas around. Large or small, we offer the
best Italian.style pizzas in many different flavors to suit
your taste.

artier:5
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

Spaghetti

Ravioli
Tossed Green Salad
PHONE IN ORDERS
Groups Welcomed
CLOSED MONDAY AND TUs

Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities

Proofs shown

on at placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.
41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

San Remo’s

218

WILLOW

ST.

CY 4-4009

NEW O.T. OFFICERS

Pnrnuirn Gas and Oil at Lowest

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insefferall
2 line minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16. Tower Hall
No Phone Orden

Dr. Mortimer J. Adler, a leading
opponent of "progressive education," will speak tomorrow at 8
p.m. in the Men’s Gym at San Jose
City College.
The program Is open to the general public and the question Dr.
Adler will raise is "Should education be training for thinking or for
jobs and money making?"
Dr. Adler has stated the present
educational system requires con stant scrutiny and criticism to be
useful in a complex industrial society. He lists leading educators
and philosophers among adherents
to his point of view.

FIRST FORMAI. litMEET

INDUSTRY MEET HERE

FENCERS To VISIT

S4,1

Golf Driving Range

.%CT O ENGINEERS ELECT

Industrial Arts Department will
The Society of Automotive Enhave an open house tomorrow from gineers will hold its election and
7 until 10 p.m. At 3:30 p.m. Arthur dinner meeting in the Cafeteria
Ferry. president of the A. Leitz faculty dining room tonight at
Co., will present each graduating 5:30.
A discussion of sectional meet.
,enicir in teacher training with
-Guide Lines to Success," a special ings, and a film on the F-104 jet
binder for use in their work,
plane will be the topics of the
its meeting after the election of offiThe department will

-May 22, 23 and 27 through 30 at 8:15 p.m. -

KBM

Contact Mr. Bob Truttman
CY 3-5802 or AX 6-7558

Education Critic

ANNOUNCES

. . . a colorful, Oriental fantasy with music

100 Nlo s,
Women by Aws,
Diane Chamberlai
n an*:
Gerry 1m -in
Active

Blodgett,

-

Men’s Engl. bike
535. Cr
,
,tn
Weilensak
-1,Ca’ V r an CY 33745

rti
111, :2o ii

51C c m-.
2
cid
. C,
Suder
r a
r I.2075 185 E. San Fe’ -an
n"’,
WANTED
Furn, apt. fo ren Su, mar .n.c.
CeIl Cy 3-1851 alto, 6:00.
Girl vocalist
i
C
l.Y)
Et.t. Je 1 CY 2-i75 a
FOR RENT
GIRLS - fel ,eseI r :..s.
st.dy ’artcly. 347 S. 12,1,. CY
HELP WANTED -MALE
SUMMER RATES
I and 2 3-2810 for coot.
apts.
b..it in epol.
National
Corp. -.. -. . --p cei:b.
Nne b efts. Mare r,seryaices ntw for ADJACENT TO COLLEGE-Clean f..-s mme rates. We
ace reserve apts. 00’. for Cfril new renting ft.. fall term, ’,tat ft, Attn..-- ^3 and Me-.
Capt.
Must
be aggressive. herd -v
ft faI’ se-.. Lel ICby, Mgr. CY 4.9042 445 S. Ott. CY 4.0281.
and desirous cf ett-0,-g $1500 ft. 12
11 ;s ’,miner
,in plus scholarship bonus. Pm
New, Med. apt. for rent. Water end
FOR SALE
Ifs. man 43. -^,.. 1 ti* i^70 C’l-, .
de.b. pd. noting and drying fac. $75.
,03 Fed cony. . 4,, .53 Mac.
, ,iI"’. college Program as Campus Manz..
If internsted cell CY 5.7513,
SJS nay. fel:. CY 7-271*
’
Would hie 2 or 3 own to ow. apt. for RIP-l. $150. AN 9.2964.
--er ---s- roommates Oradua’419. .82
WORK
Sassy
vaIlow. pedy oat ,
MG ID.
C," Cr 5 8399 571 S. 7th 5+. AP+. 3. lorrnence
good .:nd.. totneolv. $995
TYPINO
end accurate, probe
fest
Accepting res. for summer students-- WH 8-21,3.
typist. Near Campus. Real. CY 2
F -v-: Kt. p v. CY 3-9553. 210 S. 12th,
Daly Lamm. Shnuvs and reloader.
Accepting MI. for iliellnee. Jon. 15 Pviard h’. and slid* rel., Call CY
MISCELLANEOUS
Sept.,b
15. r1 o
andf.2 n
bdrm.
5 2996.
oC
wee,. and garb. r
c.d. $25 Per stuPary-by-thitrnerifh a
dent. See Mgr.. apt 11 a: 2i13
Reed ’Be VW R&H,
arta t-,nd 81295
-.d
I 3 4050 414 PO A.,
best ,ffe.. AN
after 6
St., or cal’ CY 7-077,
,le’

W

4-59’)e

a

BETTER HURRY
if you’re marrying in June

B 12.30 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB. Newman Hall, class
on papal teachings, 3:30 p.m.
U0NTiNG LABORATORY,
.THAICTIC.01,
RALLY CONVENTION REGISTRATION COMMITTEE, meeting, S142, 3:30
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGI.
general business meeting,
NEERS,
and election of officers; Cafeteria, facalty dining room, 5:30 p.m.
HUMANITIES CLUB. chicken berberoe, elections. Women’s Gym barbecue
pits, 6 p.m. Members, 25 cents; guests.
$1.
ji0ALPHA
A11.. 8 p.
SIGMA, meeting.

Make your selection NOW!

TOMORROW
SPARTAN V. poet Richard Daniel to
speak, Spartan Y, 3:45 p.m.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA, election of offi
cars, Bank of America Bldg., 7:30 P.m:
1WHC meeting. CH235, 3:30 Pm
YOUNG REPUBLICANS, election of
officers, TH21. 7:30 p.m.
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, business
meeting, election of officers, and discus.
sin,, of endofsemester party. Refresh.
’vents. 5258, 7 p.m.
SIGMA DELTA CHI, initiation. Memo.
,ial Chapel, 730 p.m.; speaker, Merrill
Samuelson of Stanford University. immediately following initiation, Cafeteria
snack ha.

Rings of your dreams, thrilling symbols of life-long
love! You’ll find your heart’s desire among Procter’,
vast array of exquisite diamond creations.
Choose from a most complete selection, carefully
planned to delight every taste and purse. Designs in
restrained simplicity ...designs rich in an impressive
diamond display. Rings priced for young budgets.
and lavish rings for those to whom price is not imporcant. Choose confidently. because Peeler’s is reliable.

Proctor’s offer adorable

DIAMOND RINGS

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Diamond rings and diamond bridal pairs, such as shown.
may he had at Procter’r for as little as $ion. Federal
Tax included. These are delightful creations, to be
worn with pride and pleasure. So don’t delay buying
in the false belief diamonds must cost a fortune.
See for yourself now.... Bear in mind that Preraer’s
offer most convenient terms.

FRED and TONY
ARE BACK
Regular and
Flat Top Haircuts

Specializing in

Come and see them today!
. . . NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
All haircuts $1.05
Open Monday thru Saturday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Half block from campus
No waiting
FRED’S BARBER SHOP
135 E San Carlos
CY 3-4166

I

Open Mon. and Thurs. Nites Til 9:00
91 SO. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

yewelet)

